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Number-one New York Times best-selling author T. D. Jakes teaches listeners to find order in the

steps of life and have the courage to say yes to destiny. We each have a destiny. Finding the

courage to drive past the challenges, the pains, and even the shortcuts of life to the deeper purpose

of living is to thrive in one's divine destiny. Most people have sensed destiny pulling them to just the

right place or person. Whether it is the spouse you meet, the children you bear, or the promotion

you receive, everyone has a purpose to pursue. Sometimes it is understanding our destiny that

helps us accept what on the surface appears to be failure. In Destiny, T. D. Jakes shares insight to

help listeners play the roles they were designed for. Expanding on his number-one best seller

Instinct, Jakes reveals that instinct is the first step to the destiny that awaits.
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There is nothing that can compare to hearing Bishop T.D Jakes reading,"DESTINY". I have at least

an hour commute 5 days a week. After my long commute, I often sit in the car because I'm so

excited. This book reminds me not only to dream but act, do & believe. Bishop reminds us God has

not given us the spirit of fear & not everyone that begins your journey with you may not be suited for

the journey. I am 47 years old with two children in college. I am so excited because it's my turn to

finish my degree. My life is just beginning! I am on the journey to fulfill my God Given DESTINY!

Just received these cd's. Have already listened to them 3 times. I bought them for 11 children and



grkids. I CANNOT EXPRESS EMPHATICALLY ENUF THE TRUE VALUE OF THIS BOOK. What

wonderful insight. Your religion doesn't matter for you to benefit from this information. Every age will

benefit from listening to Pastor Jakes. Sure would love to meet him. Beautiful reading voice, so

sincere. I've read self help books all my life, 82 yrs. , and this takes the cake. Don't miss out !!!

Sorta long post... I had been struggling with what was my life's purpose. You see, I had been going

to school obtaining degree after degree in hopes of advancing in my career. All while my God given

talent was sitting on the shelf most of the year. One morning, while strolling social media, a FB

friend posted a video of a group of praise mimes doing 'Let them walk'. At the time, the 'praise

dance' nor did the sermon speak to my life, but I was intrigued by it and it caused me to search

more into who this sermon was by. As I searched I ended up on YouTube of a video and it was

more praising to the sermon 'Let them. Walk'. After about my 3rd video, I finally saw It was by TD

Jakes and as I 'thought' i was clicking on the original source, I was directed to  to this book. At that

very moment, I knew God spoke to me through the mime, to get me to this book. The first 5 pages

had me bound and I immediately starting working toward my purpose. Needless to say, there is a

section that says 'You can have all the degrees you want and you still will not be living in your

purpose '. That was for me. Be blessed and hope this helps!

This is what I know...Bishop T. D. Jakes does it again! If you need help getting to the next level and

unlocking your potential, this book is a must. It is an easy to read guide, giving insight and

instruction to the reader. You will definitely be motivated to step into your destiny!

I especially liked chapters 12-17 and hope to share with others. Many thoughtful ideas, and helpful

words to live by that could benefit teens needing hope and guidance, adrift millennials, stagnated

40-somethings, and boomers who may be plagued by apathy, and fearing irrelevance.

I chose this book because others have told me how much it helped inform their perspective about

major life decisions. I found their assessment and recommendations about this book to be true.

Now, I highly recommend this book for those who aim to gain a deeper perspective about planning,

decision-making, and maximizing difficult moments toward a positive outcome.

Amazing book. The encouraging words and step by step guidance on how to envision and conquer

destiny was impressive. Bishop Jakes doesn't give false hope, however I left each chapter feeling



empowered to step out of the familiar and embrace my God given destiny.

This book written by Bishop T. D. Jakes is so inspired. I can't help reading it day by day after I got it.

It is like a guidebook for show-up the vision behind our seeings. T. D. Jakes uses quite a lot of vivid

examples to explain his point, which some come from celebrates, some come from his own daily

experience. I especially enjoy reading the examples which happened in his church while he is

leading the team.
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